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Abstract: In the cloud computing, OpenStack is an enormous popular open-source cloud platform for 

deploying Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and in the mobile ecosystem, Android Container – an Android 

environment stimulated on HW device is becoming a strong technology for Android Malware analysis solution.  
In this paper, we propose a design and implementation of log collection and system statics model for Android 

Container in OpenStack Horizon. Through our proposal, logs from android container and HW device such as: 

system log, application log, kernel log are collected and optimized by Elastic Search before display on 

OpenStack Horizon. System statistics for Android Container and HW devices are also implemented by us to 

provide the overall information of whole system for administrator. 
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1. Introduction 

In virtualization technology, Container is an operating-system-level virtualization technology has been 

successfully applied to run multiple isolated systems called containers on a single host using existing features in 

Linux kernel such as: Namespaces [1], Cgroups [2], Linux capabilities [3], Seccomp filter [4], Linux security 

modules (SELinux, AppArmor) [5]. Containers are deployed and managed by Container Runtimes, some of 

which are: Linux Container (LXC) [6], Docker [7] or by Container Orchestration Engine (COE) including: 

Docker Swarm, Kubernetes [8], Mesos [9]. In the traditional virtualization technology, a hypervisor layer must 

be install on the host kernel; after that guest kernels are deployed on that hypervisor layer for running isolated 

systems. When making a comparison with hypervisor, Container runs directly on the host kernel for deploying 

multiple isolated systems, therefore, containers have higher utilization levels of their underlying hardware. In 

addition, the speed of containers is higher than normal virtual machines running on hypervisor and container 

reduces the cost of management because only host OS needs to be maintained including paths, securities, bugs 

fixed. 

Container technology is also used for creating Android container in order to provide Bring Your Own 

Device (BYOD) solution which separate working environment and user environment. In malware analysis, 

Android container is used for simulating an Android device like real device. Android container can be deployed 

on Android operating system [10] or on Linux operating system. We already deployed Android container on 

Linux OS successfully. Furthermore, we also designed the management solution for android container integrated 

in OpenStack platform. In addition, log collection is really important to monitor, audit and resolve incident 

occurred in android containers. System statistics is a standard to evaluate the performance of the system resource. 

Therefore, in this paper, we will propose a new design and implementation of log collection and system statistic 

for Android Containers in OpenStack. 
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The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes related works. The proposed architecture 

will be introduced in Section 3. Section 4 provides a detail implementation of proposed solution. Finally, 

conclusion will be mentioned in Section 5. 

2. Related Works 

Zun [11] is a Container Management service for OpenStack which aims to provide an OpenStack API for 

launching and managing containers backed by different container technologies. The current Container Runtime 

is being used by Zun is Docker. Container operations provided by Zun can easily integrated with other 

OpenStack resources like: networking service, image service. Zun also provide resource Also, Magnum [12] 

works on OpenStack to provide APIs for managing multi-tenant container infrastructure on a virtualization layer. 

Magnum does not use single Container Runtime, it works with Container Orchestration Engine such as: 

Kubernetes, Mesos to deploy containers. 

Nevertheless, Zun and Magnum only manage and calculate the resource for containers, they do not provide 

log monitoring function. In the other hand, Zun and Magnum only support for Linux containers such as: Ubuntu 

Container, CentOS container, Debian Container and do not support for Android Container.  

3. Proposed Architecture 

This section illustrates in detail the proposed architecture of log collector and system statistics for android 

container in OpenStack. As depicted in Figure 1, our architecture consists of the following components: 

OpenStack Horizon, HTTP REST APIs, Android Container, Log Collector agent, System Statistics agent, 

Database and Elastic Search. 

3.1. OpenStack Horizon 

OpenStack Horizon is an OpenStack dashboard project for managing different type of instances such as: 

virtual machine (KVM, Xen) and physical machine (Ironic). OpenStack Horizon is as a popular project that 

many organizations are integrating their system into it. We develop an Android container management module 

on OpenStack Horizon to provide a graphic user interface for administrator carries out orchestration tasks such 

as: manage all of Android containers and HW device in our platform, Log monitoring and system statistics. Our 

module on OpenStack Horizon communicates directly with HRA to send the requests, receive the result and 

display on Horizon. 

Fig.1. The architecture of Log Collector and System Statistics for Android Container in OpenStack Horizon. 
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Fig.2. CPU information gotten for /proc/stat. 

3.2.  Log Collector Agent 

In originally, log collector agent is set of Shell scripts. These scripts eventually collect logs from Android 

operating system and HW devices such as: kernel log, application log, system log. After collecting, this agent 

parses logs according to predefined parameters. Finally, log collector agent pushing collection of logs into 

database server. 

3.3. System Statistics Agent 

In order to calculate the statistics for system, we develop an agent to collect and calculate the CPU 

utilization, Memory usage and number of running processes. This agent consists of Python scripts and works 

similar to log collector agent is collect and push information in to database server. For example, in order to 

calculate CPU utilization, firstly the agent executes reading /proc/stat to get the CPU information including 

columns: user cpu, system cpu, user nice cpu, idle cpu, io wait cpu, hardware interrupt, software interrupt, steal 

time that described in Figure 2. Then, it sums all off the values found on that fist line to get total CPU values. 

After that, it divides the fourth column (“idle”) by total value to get fraction of value spent being idle and 

subtracts the previous fraction from 1.0 too get the time spent being not idle. Finally, multiplying by 100 to get a 

percentage of CPU utilization. 

3.4.  Database -  Elastic Search 

Time goes by, the amount off Log from system will be increased so that searching to find the appropriate 

result being more difficult. To solve this problem, we using Elastic Search [13] to perform and combine many 

types of searches such as: structured, unstructured, geo, metric before display searching result onto OpenStack. 

Information of Android container such as: container name, ip address, granted resource, created time will be 

stored in a Database server. Database server not only stores Android container information, but also stores user 

authentication, Android template version, HW device information and monitoring logs. 

4. Implementation 

In this section, we provide readers with a detailed implementation of Log Collector and System Statistic for 

Android container. Our implementation topology showed in Figure 3 includes an OpenStack Horizon server, 

HTTP REST APIs server, HW devices which hosting Android containers. 

4.1. System Preparation 

We perform our implementation on the Linux operating system for our platform. Newton version is used for 

OpenStack Horizon. MariaDB is database server and android container are deployed on HW devices using LXC 

runtime. Kibana is used for implementing Elastic Search and programming language is PHP and Python.  
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Fig. 3.  The implementation of Log Collector and System Statistics for Android Containers. 

4.2. Implementation 

On OpenStack Horizon, we already developed a new Android container module that including Log 

monitoring and system information. As shown in Figure 4, the results of Logs monitoring functions on 

OpenStack Horizon that collected from Android Containers and HW devices. And Figure 5 illustrates the 

summary of system information such as CPU, memory and running processes. 

Fig. 4.  Summary of system information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Monitoring Logs of system 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we already proposed a design and implementation of Log Collector and System Statistics for 

Android containers in OpenStack. Our proposal can efficiently support system administrators to monitor 
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Android containers from many HW devices on OpenStack Horizon. On the other hand, by integrating in 

OpenStack Horizon, OpenStack Horizon becomes a portal where the administrator not only manage Android 

containers but also manage other types of OpenStack instances such as: Nova virtual machine, physical machine. 

As for further work, we plan to extend more features for our platform like: collect more types of log from system, 

develop alert functions for administrator. 
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